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Limiting and excess reactants 

When all the reactants are completely consumed in a chemical reaction, then reactants are said to be 

in stoichiometric proportions. But these types of chemical reactions do not always occur. 

The reactant that is completely consumed in the reaction is known as the limiting reactant. Because it 

limits or determines the amount of product that can be determined or formed. 

Example, consider the following reaction: 

                          H2 +Cl2                  2HCl     

According to the equation 1 mole of H2 reacts with 1 mole of chlorine to produce 2 moles of HCl. Thus, 

all the reactants are completely consumed and only products appear. So it is stoichiometric 

proportion.  

 Example: Haw much ammonia is produced if 10 g of hydrogen react with 18 g of nitrogen? 

Solution: 3H2 +N2                       2NH3 

First determine the number of moles: 

Moles of H2 =10g/2g/mol =5mol 

Moles of N2 =18g/28g/mol =0.64mol  

Then, calculate the number of moles or mass of the product that would be by each reactant.                      

N.B:  the reactant that gives the smallest amount of product is the limiting reactant. 

I, using the quantity of H2                                                                   ii using THE quantity of N2 

           3H2   +N2                         2NH3                                                                           3H2 +N2                      NH3 



         5mol/3mol =x/2mol =3.33mol of NH3                                    0.64 MOL/1MOL =X/ 2MOL =1.28MOL OF NH3     

Mass of NH3=3.33MOL X 17 mol =56.6g                      Mass of NH3 =1.28 X17g = 21.8g 

Therefore, the limiting reactant is nitrogen because it determines or gives the smallest amount of 

product. But hydrogen is in excess.  

                                        

                                              

                      THEORETICAL, ACTUAL AND PERCENTAGE YIELDS 

The measured amount of product obtained in any chemical reaction is known as the actual 

yield .The theoretical yield is the calculated amount of product that would be obtained if the 

reaction proceeds completely. The actual yield (experimentally determined yield ) of a 

product is usually less than the theoretical yield (calculated yield) 

The percentage yield is the ratio of the actual yield to the theoretical yield multiplied by 100 

                   Percentage yield = Actual yield /Theoretical yield x100  

  Example:         25 gram of methane gas (CH4) burns in oxygen according to the following 

reactions:               

                 CH4   + 2O2                 CO2    + 2H2O 

 What is the percentage yield if 60.3 grams of carbon dioxide is produced? 

Solution: 

 The actual yield is 60.3g of CO2 then determine the theoretical yield using mass- mass 

relationship  

                               CH4 + 2O                        CO2 + 2H2O  

                               25g/16g =x/44g   x= 68.75 g of CO2 (theoretical yield) 

                  Percentage yield = Actual yield /Theoretical yield x100%  

                   60.3g/68.75g x100% =87.7% 
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1. If 6.5 g of zinc react with 5 g of HCl, according to the following reactions  

Zn + 2HCl              ZnCl2 +H2, then which substance is the limiting reactant? 

2. What mass of Na2SO4 is produced if 49 g of H2SO4 react with 80 g of NaOH? 

3. If 20g of CaCO3 and 25g HCl are mixed what mass of CO2 is produced? 

CaCO3 + 2HCl                 CaCl2 +CO2 +H2O 

4. When 20g of sulphur dioxide react with oxygen 23g of sulphur trioxide is formed what is the 

percentage yield? 

5. Calculate the percentage of all elements in calcium carbonate. (CaCO3)  

Where Mass of Ca =40g, C= 12g, O =16g 

6. What is the difference between limiting and excess reactant? 

7. A grade nine student heated 99.8 g of copper in excess sulphur and obtained 80g of CU2S. 

Calculate the percentage yield. (Atomic mass CU =64g    ,S =32g) 

                                  2CU(s) + S (s    )                 CU2S (s) 

8. Consider the following reaction : 

2N2 O5 (g)                     4NO2 + O2 (use Atomic mass of N=14, O=16) When 40g of N2O2 decompose 

, 4.5g of  O2 is formed  what is the percentage yield? 

9. In the reaction bellow: 

                  2C8H18 + 25O2                 16 CO2 +18H2O  

 When 52. 5g of octane (C8H18) burns in oxygen, the percentage yield of carbon dioxide is 

82.5%. What is the actual yield? (Use at mass of C =12g, O =16g)  

10. When 14.5 g of SO2 react with 21 g of O2, what will be the theoretical yield and percentage of 

the reaction if the percentage yield is 12 g?            

 

 

 


